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Thanks to Katie Smith for presenting our 

PhotoShow last month and congratulations 

to all our winners!  I am excited to 

announce that we have 2 new social 

coordinators that have agreed to start our 

socials back up beginning in April.  Many 

thanks to Mark Austin and Nancy Apple for 

agreeing to head this up.  Stay tuned for 

more details coming soon.  Have you 

submitted your CCL exhibit entries to 

Angela yet?  If not, please refer to those 

details elsewhere in this newsletter.  I 

would like to share some info below from 

ccl.org that you may find interesting.   

The Center for Creative Leadership is a 

global organization founded in 1970 that 

provides extensive premium leadership 

training and services in over 50 languages 

and 160 countries.  They have over 1M 

alumni and have worked with 2/3 of the 

Fortune 1000 companies.  They engage 

with 80k leaders each year and award 

~$800k in scholarships annually.  96% of 

participants say they are stronger leaders.  

In addition to their global headquarters in 

Greensboro, they have 2 other locations in 

the US and others in Europe, Africa, Asia 

Pacific, the Middle East and China. 

The 19-acre wooded campus in 

Greensboro, where our exhibit will be 

hosted, is the base for their US operations 

as well as their research, publication and 

product development work.  These 

extensive training facilities offer a peaceful, 

natural setting in which to reflect on 

personal leadership abilities and to 

develop new skills and perspectives. Their 

leadership programs, as well as many of 

their customized leadership 

development trainings for clients, are held 

on-site at this convenient location.  

Additionally, the main Greensboro campus 

houses classrooms, observation rooms, 

action learning laboratories, an on-site 

cafeteria and gourmet dining room, and a 

lobby, all encircling a beautiful landscaped 

courtyard with a bubbling stream and 

ample benches to rest and reflect.   Since 

the Center for Creative Leadership began 

delivering programs in 1970, inviting local 

artists to exhibit in the building has been 

part of their story. 

CCL Art Program in Greensboro: A Brief 

History 

What began as a need to decorate the 

hallways has now become part of our 

Greensboro campus culture, and public art 

receptions featuring local artists are a key 

feature of the campus. 

 

(Continued on next page) 

President’s Comments—March 2023 

By Keith O’Leary 
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For our employees, the art program means our halls get a regular refresh, creating a work 

environment that inspires creativity.  For the artists, their work is viewed and purchased 

by visitors from around the world every week.  For our program participants, they’re 

welcomed to a space filled with beauty and inspiration — but the impact goes even 

deeper. 

Art enhances the leadership development experience in the following ways:  

 Art can elicit emotions, helping participants open their minds to self-awareness and 

the emotions of others.  Self-awareness and emotional intelligence are an important 

capacity of leadership. 

 Art can provide guidance for creative problem solving.  How did the artist solve the 

“problem” of interpreting landscapes, sun rays, the human form, etc.?  Viewing art in 

this way can spark creativity and help participants develop out-of-the box solutions to 

challenges they’re facing. 

 Art can take us away from the present and provide an important “break” from a 

participant’s everyday problems and routines, allowing them to see things with a fresh 

perspective.  The benefits of these “breaks” are backed by neuroscience research – 

stepping away relaxes the brain and allows it to return to a given task with renewed 

energy. 

Although viewers know they enjoy seeing the art, the exhibits at the CCL Greensboro 

campus provide benefits beyond what the viewer may even realize, as environment 

impacts the leadership experience in significant ways. 

Truly an amazing organization and what a great opportunity we have to contribute our 

photography for the upcoming exhibit.   Thanks for your participation in making this a 

great club.  Stay well and happy shooting! 

Keith 

 

 President  Keith O’Leary 

 Vice President  John Reich  

 Secretary  George Siple 

 Treasurer  Dianne Sellers 

 PhotoShow Chair Dick Schenck 

 Exhibit Chair  Angela Bostek  

 Publicity  Carole Barnard 

 Outings/Field Trips Hugh Comfort 

 Membership   Ken Sellers 

 Web Master  Christie O’Leary  

 Editor   Ray Munns 
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February 2023 PhotoShow 

3rd Place —  Don Myles 

2nd Place —  Ray Munns 

HM 1 — Gary Gorby 

HM 3 —  Mark Austin 

HM 2 —  Hugh Comfort 

Katie Smith, thank you for your time 
and effort in assembling and judging 
the APC February PhotoShow!  Your 
experience, comments, and sugges-
tions were very helpful in developing 
our photography skills.  Also, thanks to 
Dick Schenck and his team for col-
lecting the photo entries and making 
the PhotoShow possible. 
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Membership Corner 
Ken Sellers 

 

February ends our annual membership drive for 2023.  If, for some reason, the date 

slipped up on you and you were intending to renew, let me know as soon as possible and 

we can take care of it.  As usual, you can pay for membership online at 

www.alamancephoto.com or by check at our next monthly meeting.  Remember, your 

membership gives you access to all the activities of the club, including APC Trading Post, 

opportunities to display your works and to sell them, and photography field trips.   
 

Ken Sellers 

Membership Chair 

March 20th Program by Daniel Walker  
“What The Photography Greats Taught Us 

About Composition” 

This presentation was a yearlong research project presented at the University of Richmond 

on photographic methods used by the Masters, Ansel Adams, Henri Bresson, and Annie 

Leibovitz, and can be used either with cell phones or regular cameras.   

I was very fortunate that I always had a job that allowed me to also practice my 

photography.  I was CFO for a major electric utility.  Below is my photography biography: 

 Purchased my first camera at 12 years of age 

 Photographer for annual staff at Eastern rather than play sports 

 Majored in furniture design at ASU 

 Design photographer for Broyhill Furniture Inc. 

 A finalist in Life Magazine World Photography Contest 

 Event photographer for major events in Ireland, Portugal, Italy, Berlin 

 Published photos for national magazine on 9/11 in New York 

 Published photos and article on Fukushima disaster 

 Tested photo equipment for major camera companies 

 Twelve years as food columnist and photographer for regional magazine 

 Teach photographer classes at University of Richmond and W&M 

http://www.alamancephoto.com
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Submit brief descriptions of photography items you would like to sell, swap or 
purchase to Ray Munns (raymunns@bellsouth.net) no later than the 20th of 
each month.   Please include your name, contact info (phone and/or email) and 
if each item is for sale or something you are looking to purchase.   Also notify 
Ray when items should be removed from the newsletter. 

For Sale 

Manfrotto tripod and ball head with quick 

release.  This combination cost over $200 

new.  A used one on eBay starts at $135.  

I will consider any reasonable offer. 

Contact Dick Schenck  919-968-8757 

For Sale 

Item 1 - Nikon AF-S DX NIKKOR 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR II Lens - $350.00 (cash) 

Item 2 - Tamron 90mm f/2.8 SP AF Di Macro Lens for Nikon AF - $350.00 (cash) 

Special Deal  - Buy both lenses above together for $600.00 (cash) and it will 
include: 

A)  Nikon D300 SLR Camera with 2 batteries and charger  

B)  Nikon SB 600 Speedlight   

C)  12 Eneloop AA rechargeable batteries w/charger  

D)  72 mm polarizing lens 

E) Camera bag for above items 

For Sale 

8” LED Ring Light with 3 light modes and 

variable brightness control.  Includes large 

velvet drawstring pouch, tripod stand, clamp

-on base, mobile phone holder and remote 

control.  Charges via USB. 

Contact Keith O’Leary @ 336.693.8268 or 

videoman@triad.rr.com. 

For Sale 

Nikon Lens 200-500 mm VR ED F5 $900 

Nikon D5000 Camera with 2 batteries $300 

Both Lens and Camera $1000 

Contact Mio Winkle  787-587-5989 

mailto:raymunns@bellsouth.net
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Webmaster Notes 

 

The APC Website Gallery is open for new photos! 

Members can begin sending photos to alamancephoto@gmail.com for the gallery.  Each member who 

submits photographs will have a personal slideshow on the website. 

If you have photos in the gallery now, you are welcome to submit new images to replace the existing 

ones.   

After submission, I will send a confirmation email.  If you have NOT received a confirmation email within 

a WEEK, please let us know at alamancephoto@gmail.com. 

We encourage ALL members to submit photographs for the club’s website gallery and would like to see 

EVERYONE represented! 

Submission Details 

Number of photos:  no more than 20 

Size of each photo:  1 to 2 MB preferred.  Max. size 10 MB 

Format:  .jpg 

File naming:   

Please rename your photo submissions in the following format: 

Firstname.lastname_01 or_20 (per order you want them to be shown in your slideshow) 

For example:  john.doe_01.jpg     john.doe_20.jpg 

 Your ‘01’ photo will be used as the thumbnail on the Gallery Page.   

Email: 

Email Address:  Send all photos to alamancephoto@gmail.com 

Email Subject Line:  Please include gallery photos and your name 

For example:  Gallery photos - John Doe 

Entry Deadline:  April 30th, 2023   

Please Note: 

Any submissions that do not adhere to the guidelines above may be returned. 

Looking forward to the 2023 gallery, 

 

Christie O'Leary 
Webmaster 

mailto:alamancephoto@gmail.com
mailto:alamancephoto@gmail.com
mailto:alamancephoto@gmail.com
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Duke Chapel Tour—2023 Q1 Field Trip 

Update: There was a docent-led tour of Duke Chapel on Saturday, February 4.  For 

details, see the email sent to all APC members on January 27 from APC Field Trips. 

The field trip this quarter has a new wrinkle – read on.  The destination for this personal 

field trip is Duke Chapel (401 Chapel Dr, Durham, NC 27708) on the Duke University 

campus.  The Chapel is open to the public daily from 10 AM to 8 PM.  Visitors are welcome 

to take photos of the Chapel for personal use only, as long as it doesn't disturb others or 

interrupt an event.  For more information, go to:  

https://chapel.duke.edu/visit-events/visit#tours  

Here is the wrinkle. The field trip dates are being extended backwards to include 

December 2022.  December is usually left out of field trip opportunities because of the 

yearend Christmas Party.  By including December in this trip, interior and exterior photos 

of the Chapel decorated for Christmas will be accessible for those who went in December.  

So, the time frame for this field trip is December 1, 2022 – March 31, 2023.  

Information on photo submission was sent by email to all club members on January 27 

from APC Field Trips: please keep that email and refer to it for photo submission.  If you 

did not receive it, contact Hugh Comfort (comfortrh@gmail.com). 

CCL Display Opportunity 
APC has been invited to display our images at the Center for Creative Leadership in 
Greensboro once again.  As you will recall, we displayed at CCL in 2020 at the onset 
of Covid restrictions.  We were promised a return opportunity on their display 
schedule, and our time has come! 

We will be displaying beginning on April 7th through July 21st.  We will have a 
reception hosted and provided by CCL.  The guidelines remain the same, with the 
exception of being able to display works that were previously shown.  CCL is waiving 
this as we did not have a reception previously.  We are able to display 80 - 90 works 
throughout their facility.   

Exhibit information will be sent via email, along with the CCL Art 
Agreement.  Participants must read this agreement and our President will sign on 
behalf of the Club as a whole. 

Be sure to check your inbox for details! 

Thanks!  Angela Bostek 

https://chapel.duke.edu/visit-events/visit#tours
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Misty, Moisty Morning at Elon 
by Dick Schenck 
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No. You Don’t Need a Professional Camera 

Will a better camera really make you a better photographer? 

By Christian Hoiberg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have you ever heard someone say “my pictures would be so much better if I had a profes-

sional camera”? Perhaps you’re even guilty of saying these words yourself. I hear this said 

quite often but is there any truth to it? 

Will a better camera really make you a better photographer? Will your images instantly 

become amazing? 

I’m sorry to say that they won’t. In fact, camera gear doesn’t matter that much. 

Ok. Before anyone points it out, isn’t it a bit biased to make this statement when I use pro-

fessional cameras and lenses myself? Perhaps. But I haven’t always had good equipment 

(and there are still way better systems out of my price range). 

Just like most other photographers, I started with a simple point-and-shoot camera. I 

learned photography with an entry-level DSLR and still used one when I first started mak-

ing some money from my hobby. 

The purpose of this article is to make you understand that the price tag of your equipment 

doesn’t define you as a photographer; you’re perfectly able to capture top-notch, profes-

sional-looking images even with a point-and-shoot, smartphone or budget DSLR camera. 

Don’t believe me? Keep reading and I’ll show you several examples. 
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No. You Don’t Need a Professional Camera . . . Continued 

The Camera Doesn’t Define the Photographer 

Let me take you back to 2015 at the crack of dawn by the popular Tidal Basin in Washing-

ton D.C. As the sun rises above the horizon, the serene pink-blossoming cherry trees domi-

nate an otherwise hectic town. Surrounding me are hundreds, if not thousands, of tourists 

and photographers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next to me is a man with a $4000 camera, a $2000 lens, and a top-of-the-line tripod. He 

looks over at my display and asks (not politely if I may add) for the settings I ’m using. I tell 

him the aperture, ISO, and shutter speed I’m using and mention that I’m using an ND filter. 

He shrugs, turns back to his camera, and applies the same settings. 30 seconds later he 

harshly says that this can’t be the setting I use as his image is completely white. He was 

getting uncomfortably aggressive. 

What he didn’t understand is that the Neutral Density filter is used to do long exposure 

photography. 

I’m not saying that he’s a bad photographer but it made me wonder, what’s the point of 

having the best camera gear when you don’t know how to use it? 

My point is that having a professional camera doesn’t make you a better photographer 

than someone with an entry-level one. 
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No. You Don’t Need a Professional Camera . . . Continued 

The camera doesn’t define you as a photographer. Skilled photographers are able to cap-

ture a good image with the equipment at hand because they know how to use it and, most 

importantly, understand the fundamentals of photography. 

Focus on the Basics 

What all talented photographers have in common is that, at some point in their journey, 

they took the time to learn the basics. 

It doesn’t matter what camera system you’re using. The ISO, shutter speed, and aperture 

remain the same. Compositions aren’t affected by the quality of your camera. 

If you want to become a better photographer, you need to learn these things. You need 

to understand the Exposure Triangle. Compositional techniques. Light. Color. These are the 

things that help you create compelling images. 

When you understand these fundamentals, you’ll realize that a professional camera 

wouldn’t have helped you in the beginning. It wouldn’t have instantly made your images 

better. 

Why do Professional Photographers Have Professional Gear? 

Now if all this is true, and you can capture professional-looking images on an entry-level 

camera, why do most professional photographers use expensive and high-quality gear? Is-

n’t this a little contradictory? 

It’s true that expensive gear won’t make you a better photographer. However, it’s no se-

cret that a $4000 camera is better than a $400 camera and a $2000 lens is better than a 

$200 lens. 

The main advantage of professional camera equipment is that you’re able to create higher-

quality image files. This is mainly due to: 

 Better Dynamic Range performance 

 Better ISO performance 

 Superior and larger sensors 

 Larger sensor size and higher resolution 

 More focus points (important for wildlife or action photography) 
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No. You Don’t Need a Professional Camera . . . Continued 

For landscape photographers, I believe Dynamic Range, ISO performance, and higher reso-

lution are three of the main advantages. 

ISO performance is drastically better on a professional camera, which is especially im-

portant for night photography. 

Since the files are of a considerably larger resolution, you’re also able to produce much 

larger prints. In short, top-end cameras produce bigger and better files. 

Who Should Use Professional Camera Gear? 

So, who is professional camera gear for? What is the right time to make the move?  

There’s no correct answer to this. I believe it depends on your goals and ambitions with 

photography. 

In general, I recommend starting out with an entry-level camera. Take the time to learn the 

fundamental camera settings, experiment with the camera and different techniques, work 

on your compositions, and be active with photography. 

You’ll at some point feel the need to upgrade your gear. Be it because you want to do 

more post-processing or perhaps print bigger images. 

If you only publish images online, you don’t need to buy the most expensive equipment. 

You’re not going to see a big difference between an entry-level and professional camera on 

a downsized .jpg file optimized for the web. 

At the end of the day, what camera equipment you choose is up to you.  Everyone’s finan-

cial situations are different. I just want you to understand that a better camera won’t make 

you a better photographer. 

You still need to put in the work. 
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No. You Don’t Need a Professional Camera . . . Continued 

Examples with an Entry-Level Camera 

I hope that I’ve succeeded in making you understand that purchasing a professional cam-

era won’t instantly make you a better photographer. In fact, it won’t have any impact at all 

in the beginning. 

It’s your knowledge and understanding of photography that will help you capture better 

images and that’s not something you can learn overnight; it takes time and dedication to 

master these skills. 

While looking through my archives I came across these images that I captured with an en-

try-level DSLR camera and cheap lenses. These are images I’m still happy with and they 

wouldn’t look any different if I captured them with the equipment I have today. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography 

By Kevin Landwer-Johan 

Looking to improve your documentary travel shots? While it can be tough to capture top-

notch documentary-style images of your travels – the kind that include interesting sub-

jects, compelling narratives, and flawless compositions – with a bit of knowledge (and a 

healthy dose of perseverance), literally anyone can create amazing results. 

I’m a longtime documentary travel photographer, and in this article, I share my seven best 

tips to achieve gorgeous shots. By the time you’re finished reading, you’ll be ready to bring 

out that camera and document your travels all around the world! 

1.  Tell a story with your photographs 

 

 

I had a lovely conversation with this man. 

He and his wife come to sell vegetables at 

their market stall each day. 

 

 

Storytelling is an essential part of many genres of photography, especially travel documen-

tary shooting. If you can tell stories through your images, you have a far better chance of 

engaging the viewer (and retaining their attention across multiple photos). 

But how can you ensure that your images include narratives? First, spend some time con-

sidering potential stories during the planning stage. Think about why you’re going and 

what you’ll be doing. Ask yourself: How can I turn this into a story? Consider what interests 

and attracts you most to each location, and see whether you can identify key relationships 

or meanings for different people and objects. 

Remember that photographic stories, unlike written stories, tend to be very sparse on de-

tails and rather suggestive (rather than explicit). A person staring out through a shop win-

dow often implies a sense of longing or loneliness, but it doesn’t actually tell the viewer a 

whole lot about the person’s life, and that’s okay. In other words, don’t get caught up in 

the desire to create complex, sophisticated narratives, because you’ll often fail! 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

Write down potential themes you might pursue, and each day as you travel, check your 

list and make sure to include a few of the ideas in your photos. For instance, you might 

aim to capture: 

 Specific buildings 

 Local artists working 

 Old people’s faces 

 Coffee shops 

 Street signs 

 Bus stations 

Consider what’s most relevant to the places you’ll go, and when you identify an area with 

plenty of storytelling opportunities, plan to spend more time at that location.  

 

 

Many tourists choose to rent bicycles for 

sightseeing in Chiang Mai because the city 

is mostly flat. 
 

 

 

2. Get the whole picture 

When I was starting out in video production, one trick I learned was to always capture 

wide, medium, and close-up angles of each scene. It allows for more flexibility when ed-

iting a video, and the same approach works when creating documentary travel photog-

raphy. 

I often encourage our travel photography workshop participants to imagine they’re work-

ing for a magazine. Don’t just take a couple of shots and move on, I explain. Instead, try to 

produce a series of images for your “editor” that show the essence of each place you visit. 

This will often involve capturing a variety of shots: detailed close-up shots, scene-setting 

wide-angle shots, and everything in between. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

For instance, when photographing a street market, you might shoot the individual food or 

wares. 

 

 

The larger the chili, the milder it is! 

 

 

 

But then you’ll also want to use a wide-angle lens to create a broader image of the entire 

scene. 

 

 

Muang Mai Market in Chiang Mai is the biggest 

and busiest food market in northern Thailand. 

 

 

Finally, you might create an image with a 50mm lens that shows individual shoppers and 

vendors. That way, you leave with an array of images that fully encapsulate the location! 

 

 

Owners of small shops, restaurants, and house-

hold shoppers all come to buy produce at 

Muang Mai market. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

3. Photograph your travel companions 

Traveling with other photographers – as opposed to standard tourists – usually makes life 

a lot easier. Rather than being hurried along by someone taking snapshots with their 

phone, you can take your time shooting. 

That said, if you do end up on a trip with non-photographers, one way to keep them en-

gaged is by using them as a subject. Make them part of your story! 

I don’t mean for you to just take cheesy, social-media-styled pictures of your partner. Pho-

tograph them within the larger scene. Show what you’re doing and the interesting places 

you visit. If you include your travel companions in the shots, the results will seem far more 

personal. 

So tell the story of your trip! Photograph your family and 

friends ordering meals or coffee. Take pictures as they 

board the boat or rickshaw. Make photos that share your 

adventures, not merely what you’re viewing. 

My wife and I enjoyed meeting the locals at Pompee vil-

lage when we traveled to Myanmar. 

4. Block out time for photography 

If your trip is purely photographic, then this probably isn’t necessary – but if you plan to 

travel with non-photographers or you’ll be doing a mix of photography and sightseeing, I 

encourage you to deliberately set aside time for photography. 

In other words, schedule time each day to head out with your camera and shoot, with 

nothing else on the agenda. 

If you simply rush from place to place without taking the time to engage with your cam-

era, you’ll end up very frustrated. Give yourself permission to enjoy taking photos! 

Traveling can be busy, and setting aside time for photos may mean waking up earlier than 

the folks you’re traveling with. It might also mean 

ducking out of a restaurant while you’re waiting 

for your lunch or dinner to be prepared. Sure, it 

might be inconvenient – but you’ll find that it’s 

worth it! 

This ornate temple complex on the outskirts of 

Chiang Mai includes examples of Lanna and Shan 

temple architecture. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

5. Book a photography workshop 

Many popular travel destinations offer amazing opportunities for travel photography 

workshops or photo tours. And while you might pay a significant sum for a high-quality 

workshop, the investment will practically guarantee that you’ll come away with better 

photos. 

Why? For one, you’ll be experiencing the location with the help of a photographer who 

knows it better than you do. They’ll be able to take you to the most interesting places at 

the best times for photos, and they’ll be able to offer plenty of tips and tricks to improve 

your shots of specific subjects. 

Plus, during a workshop, you’ll feel inspired by the folks around you, and you’ll be focused 

purely on photography, not sightseeing (see the previous tip!). 

Note that photo workshops will also ensure you learn new skills that can improve your 

photos more broadly. And in my experience, learning on vacation is great because you can 

immediately test out the techniques! 

 

 

Kevin Landwer-Johan teaching a photography 

workshop in Chiang Mai, Thailand. © Pansa 

Landwer-Johan 

 

 

6. Take lots of photos (but edit them down) 

Some photographers prefer to capture only a few shots of each scene before moving on, 

but I’d really encourage you to use a different approach. 

Take more photos than you think you need. Then choose the best and eliminate the oth-

ers. 

Don’t go crazy and take snapshots of everything you see. A good subject doesn ’t make a 

good photograph, after all. You don’t want to return home with hundreds of photos you 

could have made with your phone. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

But do experiment with different perspectives, test out different compositions, consider 

different camera settings, and more. Whenever you find something interesting to photo-

graph, look at it from different angles. Walk around and make a series of photos (wide, 

medium, and close-up shots are good starting points, but you can also be even more thor-

ough). 

If you take the time to capture all sorts of images – some that work and some that don’t – 

you’ll end up with a richer variety of shots, and you’ll have far more material to work with 

if you hope to put together a slideshow, a blog post, or even a book telling the story of 

your travels. If you don’t take enough photos, you may regret it later when you realize 

that there are significant gaps in your narrative. 

Remember: Weeding out the bad photos so that you only show the best shots is extreme-

ly important. No one will want to look through every photo you take. If you’re discerning 

and selective about the photos you choose to share, you’ll create a far more compelling 

series! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuk-tuks are an iconic part of Chiang Mai’s public transportation. 
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7 Tips for Amazing Documentary Travel Photography . . . Continued 

7. Caption your photographs 

Captioning your photographs is like adding a narrative to your story. And for a travel docu-

mentary photographer, this is key! 

At the very least, indicate the location (and, when it’s relevant, the time of day). But also 

think about how you can add information that will enhance the photo. Don’t always in-

clude the obvious. You don’t need to describe what can already be seen. Instead, enrich 

the viewer’s experience with additional context. 

A caption may be a few words or several sentences. Your caption should be succinct and 

informative. Don’t waffle or include irrelevant information. Use your captions to support 

your photos and enhance your story. 

 

 

I found an alternative point of view to take this 

photo of a tuk-tuk. 

 

 

 

Documentary travel photography: final words 

Traveling is generally very exciting; you get to see and experience all sorts of new and in-

teresting things, which generally results in far more interesting photographs.  

But remember: If you want great photos, make sure you follow the tips I’ve shared above. 

You don’t want to put together a documentary travel story that will put your family and 

friends to sleep. Instead, you want to create a compelling series of images. Tell your story 

well, and you may even inspire your viewers to travel! 
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4 Reasons to Photograph in Auto Mode 

By Simon Ringsmuth 

I can still hear the words I was told when I bought my first DSLR: “You have to learn to 

shoot in Manual mode.” When I first started to get serious about photography, I had no 

idea what apertures, shutter speeds, or ISOs were. I didn’t know what I was doing at all, 

and because everyone seemed to say so, I dove right into YouTube tutorials and online ar-

ticles about how to get away from the dreaded Auto mode setting on my camera. After all, 

no serious photographer would be caught dead using Automatic…right? 

The truth isn’t so black and white. Auto mode, while often derided by online commenters 

and popular YouTube photographers, is not the scourge upon modern photography that 

some people claim. While it might not be the best way to get the precise picture you want, 

and while learning to shoot manually is a rewarding and hugely beneficial way to increase 

your skills as a photographer, there is nothing inherently wrong with using Auto.  

In fact, Auto mode comes with some clear benefits. In this article, I explain what Auto 

mode is and explore its major advantages. By the time you’re done reading, you’ll hopeful-

ly understand why you shouldn’t feel so bad if you set your expensive DSLR or mirrorless 

camera to that familiar green Auto setting. 

What is Auto mode in photography? 

Auto mode works exactly the way it sounds: It gives your camera complete control over its 

various settings, including the ISO, the aperture, the shutter speed, the autofocus mode, 

and even the flash. 

Therefore, with your camera set to Auto mode, your camera does all the heavy lifting, 

while you simply point and shoot. 

Many advanced photographers criticize Au-

to mode, primarily because it prevents you 

from carefully selecting the settings that 

you need to achieve specific artistic results. 

But as I suggest throughout this article, Au-

to mode does have its place, and it can be 

very useful – especially for complete begin-

ners. 
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4 Reasons to Photograph in Auto Mode . . . Continued 

Why Auto mode can be good? 

What makes Auto a valuable camera mode? Here are a few of its most important benefits: 

1. Auto usually just works 

As the photographer, you have a much better idea of the picture you want to take than 

your camera does. 

However, it’s also true that you may not know how to make your camera do what you 

want it to do. In such cases, Manual mode can be a major distraction, while Auto mode 

can actually ensure you produce the images you’re trying to create. 

Photographers sometimes talk about the decisive 

moment, a term used by famous street photogra-

pher Henri Cartier-Bresson to describe that in-

stant in which all the elements within the frame 

come together to form the perfect photographic 

opportunity. Unfortunately, many amateur pho-

tographers wistfully watch those decisive mo-

ments pass by because they’re fiddling with aper-

ture controls and thinking about shutter speeds. 

I’m all for learning more about how to use your camera, but sometimes it’s nice to just put 

your camera in Auto mode and let it do all the grunt work for you. 

Plus, modern cameras are filled to the brim 

with all sorts of high-tech enhancements, 

and there’s been a string of steady improve-

ments to the built-in Auto mode. For the 

most part, therefore, shooting in Auto will 

give you a well-exposed picture that will suit 

your needs. The downside is that your cam-

era might make frustrating choices when 

picking the aperture, shutter speed, and ISO 

(and if there’s not enough light, you will 

likely see the pop-up flash rear its ugly head). 

But if you don’t mind the creative decisions your camera makes or you just don’t feel like 

learning the complexities of the exposure triangle, then, by all means, go ahead and shoot 

in Auto mode. After all, it’s about the picture – and if you’re happy with the results, then 

why not go with it? 
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4 Reasons to Photograph in Auto Mode . . . Continued 

2. Auto lets you focus on the scene 

When you take out your camera to record a 

moment, memory, or special event, there is 

usually a lot going on around you. There 

may be people, kids, music, animals, wind, 

rain, or a combination of those elements (in 

addition to a whole lot more). 

An experienced photographer will know ex-

actly how to set up their camera to get the 

kinds of pictures they’re looking for and will 

know just what settings to tweak and change in order to get the right images. However, 

even experienced photographers can get a bit overwhelmed when there is so much going 

on – and for casual photographers, it’s even worse. 

It’s times like these when Auto mode can be your best friend. Don’t feel embarrassed 

about using it; instead, openly embrace that comfortable setting! Auto will help you get 

the shots you want without feeling overwhelmed. And if your camera takes care of its 

settings, it frees you up to focus on what really matters: the moment itself. 

3. Auto will stop you from missing critical shots 

What is the low point for most photographers? Those moments – and the accompanying 

sinking feelings – when they realize they just missed the shot. (Even photographic veter-

ans have been known to leave the lens cap on from time to time!) 

If you’re just getting started with pho-

tography or trying to improve your skills, 

then fiddling with the aperture controls 

or trying to determine the right metering 

mode for a particular scene can be 

enough to make you want to toss your 

camera out the window in frustration. 

It’s easy to miss a great picture because 

you were wrestling with your camera 

settings and trying to get things just right 

before clicking the shutter. 
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4 Reasons to Photograph in Auto Mode . . . Continued 

By contrast, Auto can free you up to take pictures while also appreciating the experience 

around you. Instead of worrying about the ISO, trying to figure out the shutter speed to 

use, or wondering if you need to use the flash, you don’t have to think deeply when using 

Auto mode; it’ll take care of all these settings (and more) for you. 

The trade-off, as I mentioned above, is that the results might not be exactly what you 

wanted. But at least you’ll walk away with some nice pictures while also having the free-

dom to talk to other people, take in the scene, and be present in the moment. 

4. Auto can help you understand your camera 

One of the biggest barriers to entry for people who want to learn more about cameras 

and photography is all of the confusing technical details. Understanding the basic ele-

ments of exposure is enough to make most heads swim! On top of that, there are other 

considerations: white balance, focal length, megapixels, etc. The list goes on, and it makes 

photography far more alienating than inviting. 

Fortunately, shooting in Auto mode is a great way to dip your toes into the more complex 

aspects of photography, provided you don’t mind doing a little bit of extra legwork. 

You see, embedded in the metadata of every single picture is a whole slew of information 

known as EXIF data. And most image-editing programs let you peek at this EXIF data to 

find out more about the technical underpinnings of each image.  

If you take pictures using Auto 

mode, key details – including the ap-

erture, shutter speed, and ISO – are 

saved in the EXIF data, along with a 

slew of additional information like 

the camera model, whether the 

flash fired, and the metering mode 

that was used. Looking at the EXIF 

data of your photos is a fantastic 

way to learn about the technical as-

pects of photography so you can get 

a better sense of how a picture was taken. It’s almost like getting a movie and watching 

the behind-the-scenes bonus features or listening to the director’s commentary because it 

gives you a sense of the creative decisions that were made to get the final result.  
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4 Reasons to Photograph in Auto Mode . . . Continued 

One quick tip: If you want to get more serious about shooting in Manual mode or one of 

the semi-automatic modes on your camera, try shooting in Auto, then use the EXIF data to 

manually replicate the shot. Then experiment by tweaking the exposure settings; that 

way, you can see how adjusting these values affects the final image. 

But be careful! The more you play around with your camera’s settings, the more you’ll be-

come interested in the much larger world of photographic settings – and you’ll soon un-

derstand how to creatively control your camera in ways you might have never thought 

possible! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reasons to use Auto mode: final words 

There’s a stigma attached to photographing in Auto mode, and some folks may think you 

are less of a photographer if that’s all you use. I encourage you to ignore this completely! 

If you use Auto and you like it, then by all means, keep using it! 

Sure, it’s nice to have more control over your camera, but by giving up control and just us-

ing Auto, you’ll be free to focus on other things that matter more to you. If that sounds 

like you, then put your camera mode dial to that little green square and click away. 
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